BANDA 1.1 Data Release Manual: Appendix 2

Change Log

March 2024
Change Log from BANDA 1.0 to 1.1 Release

February 2024 BANDA Release 1.1 on NDA contains changes to non-MRI data from the BANDA 1.0 Release. Corrections were made to some elements and/or new composite/summary elements were added to the following NDA structures:

- cbcl01 (17 new data elements)
- masq01 (corrections and 4 new data elements)
- mfq01 (1 new data element)
- nffi01 (1 new data element)
- rbqa01 (7 new data elements)
- rcads01 (7 new data elements)
- rmbi01 (5 new data elements)
- shaps01 (corrections and 3 new data elements)
- stai01 (corrections and 2 new data elements)

The identified changes can be found below.

Note: To assure reproducibility, any non-MRI data accessed from the BANDA 1.0 release should be replaced entirely by those of the BANDA 1.1.
cbcl01
17 new summary/composite elements were added to the cbcl01 structure:
- cbcl_adhd_raw
- cbcl_aggressive_raw
- cbcl_anxiety_raw
- cbcl_anxious_raw
- cbcl_attention_raw
- cbcl_conduct_raw
- cbcl_depresspr_raw
- cbcl_external_raw
- cbcl_internal_raw
- cbcl_oppositional_raw
- cbcl_rulebreak_raw
- cbcl_social_p_raw
- cbcl_somatic_c_raw
- cbcl_somatic_p_raw
- cbcl_thought_raw
- cbcl_total_raw
- cbcl_withdrawn_raw

masq01
Corrections made to all element values to account for encoding errors into the NDA data structure for the 1.0 release.

4 new summary/composite elements were added to the masq01 structure:
- masq2_score_aa
- masq2_score_ad
- masq2_score_gd
- masq2_score_gdd

mfq01
1 new summary/composite element was added to the mfq01 structure:
- mfqtot

nffi01
1 new summary/composite element was added to the nffi01 structure:
- neo2_score_ne
rbqa01
7 new summary/composite elements were added to the rbqa01 structure:
- rbqa_scale1
- rbqa_scale2
- rbqa_scale3
- rbqa_scale4
- rbqa_scale5
- rbqa_scale6
- rbqa_total

rcads01
7 new summary/composite elements were added to the rcads01 structure:
- rcads_drs
- rcads_gen_anx
- rcads_ocd
- rcads_panic
- rcads_sep_anx
- rcads_social_phobia
- rcads_total

rmbi01
5 new summary/composite elements were added to the rmbi01 structure:
- rmbi_fi
- rmbi_na
- rmbi_ra
- rmbi_ss
- rmbi_total

shaps01
Corrections made to all element values to account for encoding errors into the NDA data structure for the 1.0 release.

3 new summary/composite elements were added to the shaps01 structure:
- shaps_total
- shaps_total_continuous
- shaps_total_dichotomous
stai01
Corrections made to elements account for item-level encoding errors in the 1.0 release due to different versions of this measure administered to parent and adolescent reporters.

2 new summary/composite elements were added to the stai01 structure:
- staiy_state
- staiy_trait